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COLUMBUS PARTNERSHIP   
DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND INCLUSION OVERVIEW 
February 2023 
 
OUR VISION 
The Columbus Partnership is a nonprofit organization of CEOs from Columbus’ leading 
businesses and institutions. Through our membership and other ally organizations across 
Central Ohio, the Partnership upholds a shared vision to make Columbus the most prosperous 
region in the country. 
 
No metropolitan area has grown their economy, raised the standard of living and increased the 
economic mobility of their region.   
 
As the Columbus Region grows its economy and population, it is imperative that we address 
some of the most critical gaps in raising the standard of living and increasing the economic 
mobility for our residents. Examples of these gaps include:  

• Inequality in career mobility: Black residents with a four-year degree are nearly 40% less 
likely than white residents with a four-year degree to have a job that pays $30 per hour 
or more. 

• Inequality in educational attainment: Only 30% of 25-to 35-year-old Black residents 
have a two-year degree or higher, compared to over 60% of white residents of the same 
age group. 

• Inequality in ownership: Workers of color account for 20% of the Region’s workforce, 
but own only 5% of potentially high-growth, wealth-creating businesses. 

   
THE COLUMBUS WAY: BUSINESS LEADERSHIP AS A FORCE FOR CHANGE 
DEI Labs: Increasing understanding of and accelerating adoption of equitable business 
practices. Closing equity gaps will require changing how businesses operate. Businesses are 
already acting, but re-engineering practices and policies is challenging. The Partnership will 
support necessary change by organizing business leaders and providing data, connections to 
local partners and national innovators, and a platform for peer-to-peer innovation.  
  
Catalytic investments: Organizing businesses around high-impact initiatives. Columbus’ 
success will depend on an array of community organizations. The Partnership will make the 
business community’s investments in these organizations more impactful by elevating 
investment opportunities that are aligned with shared goals and coordinating investments so 
that they have maximum impact.  
 
Leadership: Creating the most informed and committed business community in the country. 
The Partnership will communicate success stories to build momentum, monitor the Region’s 
progress towards its objectives, and engage CEOs in conversations about inequities and the 
business imperative to address them. 
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OPERATIONALIZING INEQUALITY IN CAREER MOBILITY:  
DEI LABS 
To address implementing and scaling the practices required to hire, 
retain and advance Black and minority talent, DEI Labs were 
launched in October 2022 with DEI leaders within 20 Partnership 
companies. DEI Labs provide participants with the time and 
resources to work collaboratively with their peers on technical 
challenges of their choosing for about four months. The Partnership 
hopes to inspire the broader business community to change 
practices by sharing examples of individual company changes 
resulting from the labs. 

 
The first two, simultaneously running DEI Labs are focused on (1) setting DEI goals and 
beginning to integrate goals into operations and (2) recruiting Black and minority talent. After 
the completion of these initial labs, another round of labs will be launched that will focus on 
challenges related to integrating goals into operations (not just setting goals) and retaining and 
advancing Black and minority talent (not just recruiting). 
 
The lab participants focused on recruiting define Black and minority talent as follows: 

• Race: Those that identify as Black or African American and people of color 
• Sex defined as male and female 
• For positions based in the U.S. 

 
DEI Labs Approach and Structure 

 

 
 

DEI Lab: Setting DEI Goals and Beginning to Integrate Goals into Operations 
This DEI Lab would help companies set clear, measurable, realistic DEI goals. It would provide a 
framework of categories in which companies might consider setting goals and data on the 
Columbus economy to help companies set the right goals. For example, data on the 
demographics of the emerging workforce would help companies set specific goals for 
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workforce diversity. The lab will involve discussion about challenging topics like the degree to 
which goals should focus on specific underrepresented populations versus minorities overall, or 
how businesses can balance the need to be ambitious with the need to be realistic. It may also 
involve discussion on how to set up systems to track progress towards these goals. 
  
DEI Lab: Recruiting Black and Minority Talent 
This DEI Lab would help DEI and talent acquisition leaders work together to identify overlooked 
and untapped sources of Black and minority talent, and build partnerships with those entities as 
a group. This could include meeting with leaders from local colleges and universities to get 
better data on their student populations, meeting with leaders from nontraditional talent 
sources (i.e., tech training programs outside the 2- and 4-year college system) to understand 
their offerings and exchanging ideas on how to modify recruitment strategies to tap into these 
sources of talent. This lab could focus more on entry-level or mid-career talent, depending on 
interest. 
 
Participating Companies 
 
DEI Lab: Setting DEI Goals and Beginning to 
Integrate Goals into Operations 

DEI Lab: Recruiting Black and Minority Talent 

Advanced Drainage Systems Corna Kokosing Construction Company 

American Electric Power Diamond Hill Capital Management, Inc. 

American Honda Motor Company, Inc. Greif 

Big Lots JPMorgan Chase 

Cardinal Health Quantum Health 

Denison University Safelite Group 

Encova Insurance Vorys, Sater, Seymour and Pease LLP 

Grange Insurance  
Hexion  
Huntington 

 

M/I Homes 

Mount Carmel Health System 

Nationwide Children's Hospital 
 
CONTACT 
Robbie Banks 
Program Director, Diversity, Equity and Inclusion 
Columbus Partnership 
rb@columbuspartnership.com | 614-323-9394
 


